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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a coarse-to-fine approach for detection and segmentation of
clustered microcalcifications. Starting from digitized images of whole mammographic films, the
method involves three main stages. First, the breast is segmented. Then a texture analyzer based
on the fractional Brownian motion model is applied to select those regions that may contain a
cluster. The last stage computes the isophote map of the selected regions and considers the
relative positions ofisophotes to recognize the microcalcifications.

The method was evaluated using a database of 150 mammographic images of patients
who underwent a surgical biopsy for a cluster of microcalcifications. In 95% of mammograms,
the clusters are correctly localized if we accept an average 1,5 false positive cluster per
mammography.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, breast cancer has become the leading cause of cancer-related
death in women. Recent studies in developed countries show that one woman over ten will
develop breast cancer during her lifetime (Basset and Gold, 1987). It is well known thatearly
detection is the most effective means of decreasing mortality (Feig, 1988). With the increased
concern in mass screening programs based on X-ray examination (mammography), more breast
cancers are now detected in earlier stage. Unfortunately interpretation of mammographic films
is difficult, requesting special training from radiologists, and lacks specificity. When dealing
with minimal breast cancers, the most frequent abnormality is the presence of an accumulation
of small calcium deposits in tissue, appearing as a cluster of small luminous spots, known as
microcalcificalions (MC). MC are also the hardest abnormalities to deal with for they can be
hardly distinguishable and be benign as well as malignant. The aim of our work is to assist
radiologists by supplying a system for detecting and interpreting clusters of MC. This system
provides the following functionalities:
1. Detection and segmentation of MC: this step extracts the regions of the digitized image

containing clusters ofMC, and determines the contour of each MC.
2. Measure of shape parameters: quantitative shape features of the objects described at the

previous step are supplied to the radiologist for a more relevant diagnosis.
3. Malignancy estimation: Each cluster is given an automatic malignancy grading.

Only the first step, detection and segmentation ofMC, is presented in this paper.












